Abstruct-In 3G wireless systems the volume of data traftie is expected to be larger on the forward link than the reverse link This is one of the main reasons that contribute to the forward link being the limiting link for the capacity of 3C CDMA systems, Many different algorithms interact in complex ways to affect the achieved capacity and define the system's operation and coverage. This work studies the impact of system algorithms and their parameters, like maximum base station power, power partitioning between overhead and traffic, and connection blocking algorithms. It examines their effect on forward link performance (e.g. capacity, coverage, call blocking and dropout probabilities). A dynamic system simulator is used to examine how these algorithms, and their parameters affect the sytem capacity/coverage tradeoff.
I. INTRODUCTION
The transmit power of a CDMA base station (BS) is partitioned amongst the various forward link channels. Overhead channels, such a common pilot, synchronization, access and paging channels, are broadcast over the cell and are typically not subject to power control' or soft handoft: The remaining transmit power is available to support traffic bearing connections with mobile terminals (MTs).
This power is divided unequally between the mobile connections (MCs), as forward link power control drives the power of each MC to the minimum value that will satis@ its performance requirements. As the traffic load on the system increases, the transmitted BS power increases, increasing the interference level, and the power requirement of each MC. The capacity of the system is loosely defined as the maximum number of MTs that can be supported by the system, while meeting some performance criteria (typically blocking and availability).
Obviously, the percentage of BS power allocated to overhead channels, and the statistics of MC power requirement, determine the capacity of the forward link.
Experience with 2G CDMA systems (IS-95) has shown that the forward link limits system capacity. In 3G wireless systems the forward link is expected to carry much more data than the reverse link, and hence it is anticipated that the forward link will continue to be the capacity bottleneck [I] . Coverage, determined by the maximum link loss (link budget) of the system, is typically limited by the mobile terminal's transmit power. This is restricted, primarily by power source portability, and also RF exposure considerations. On the other hand, the forward link can ' Open loop power control is allowed for the forward access c h a k l FACH in WCDMA.
always be made to match or exceed the availability of the reverse li& by allowing sufficient power for each MC.
As the BS power is a shared resource, increasing the power of an individual MC, must by necessily be at the expense of number of supported connections, or capacity. The power of a MC can be limited, so that a MT in unusually bad radio conditions will not consume too much of the system's capacity. The maximum connection power (MCP) should be large enough to insure good coverage availability on the forward link, and at the same time it should be as small as possible to insure good capacity. A marginal increase in forward link capacity and coverage can be achieved in some situations (depending on path loss distribution) by increasing BS power. However, this is not usually a preferred solution due to prohibitive cost for very high power RF amplifiers [ 1 I.
During peaks of traffic load, the BS power may reach its maximum value. During these peaks, the power requirements of all forward links cannot be met simultaneously, and the performance of some links will degrade. To minimize the extent and duration of this degradation, system load should be regulated. The natural way to do this is invoke a blocking mechanism when some measure of system load exceeds a certain blocking threshold. Thus blocking in CDMA is a protection mechanism against performance degradation. Adjusting the blocking threshold allows capacity and coverage (link performance) to be traded off against one another. All of these considerations create the motivation to explore the tradeoffs of forward link capacity and coverage, by optimizing various parameters, such as BS maximum power, overhead channel power, maximum connection power MCP, and the blocking mechanism and its thresholds.
Optimizing these different parameters, and studying their impact on system performance, requires an effective tool to accurately simulate the CDMA system and model its various interactions. Such a tool helps the system designer visualize the impact of modifyrng one or more of these parameters on several system performance metrics simultaneously. In [2] it was argued that dynamic CDMA systems simulators are most suitable for this purpose. Such a wireless system simulator is abstracted as a set of engines, and a database of different data sets (Fig. 1) . The engines take data sets as their input, and produce other data sets as output. Some data sets are semi permanent (coverage maps for example), and are typically retained in the database. Others are only useful during simulation runtime, and for these only the resulting distributions and statistics are kept. Reference [2] gives a detailed description of the dynamic system simulator used in this study.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents a simplified mathematical model that relates BS total power, traffic power ratio, and MCs power distribution. This model is used to predict the limits of forward link capacity, and the BS power needed to support this capacity. Section 111 looks at the dimensioning of the BS power amplifier. In section N we use the dynamic system simulator to explore various strategies for forward link power allocation, and discuss the results in light of the predictions of the theoretical model. Section V discusses blocking algorithms, and studies the impact of varying the blocking threshold for the particular algorithms used in the simulations. Finally, section VI presented conclusions.
IL BASE STATION POWER PARTITIONING For reliable communication, the (ED,) of each MT in the system must be maintained at a target (ED,)(, sufficient to achieve the required FER. The ( E D , ) achieved at the output of the receiver of the i* MT can be written as [ 31 :
Where P,A is the power of BS A, the best server for the i" MT; P~J is the power of the J" interfering BS; P-is the BS maximum power; PL*j and P L J~ are the path loss between the i* MT and best server A or the interfering BS respectively, 14 is the non-orthogonality factor; B is the data rate; W the spreading bandwidth; PN = W*No is the thermal noise in the receiver; NO is the noise power spectral density; Nm is the number of BS in the system; r is the hction of the BS power devoted to traffic; and +, is the hction of rused by the MC of the i& MT. Assuming perfect power control, we solve for G as2:
For a uniform MT distribution over the coverage area, it is safe to assume that all BSs have equal power on average. At full load the BS power approaches P , and (2) simplifies to:
The three terms within the square brackets in (3) are random variables, each of which depends on +e MT's location within the coverage of the cell. The relative values of these three terms, and their relationship to the This equation does not explicitly consider soft handoff, but this does not fundamentally alter the subsequent analysis or its results characteristics of the propagation environment, have been explored at length in [3] . Note that the first two terms are essentially independent of absolute BS power P-, while the third term is inversely proportional to P-.
This
implies that by increasing P, the third term will approach zero, and forward link capacity can be increased.
The forward link reaches capacity when the sum of the eactions @ defined in (3) reaches unity. Thus f o r s e n distribution of traffic, the capacity of the forward 1 CFL (maximum number of forward link users) is be defined a s
In this equation <e> represents an averaging operation.
For the three terms in the square brackets the averaging is over the area of the cell's coverage. The term <B(Em0) > is a h c t i o n of the type of service (data rate distribution, etc.) and is assumed here to be independent of MT location. Various radio resource management schemes, especially for packet switched services; attempt to improve the capacity by varying the data rate andor ( E a , ) of the MC with location. In [l] a related approached was explored as applied to circuit switched data services, such as voice, that use variable rate source encoding. In the current context we will simplify the analysis by considering a single service type, with even distribution over the coverage area.
If we allow the BS power P , to grow without bound, then the third term in brackets approaches zero as indicated above. The capacity then approaches an upper limit, which we designate as the forward link pole capacity CPm [3] :
Substituting this definition, we can write (4) as:
Where Po is the BS power that is required to satisfy the forward link of an average user in the cell's coverage area in the absence of interference (noise only). For example, to Blocking reaches 1 Ooo/o for a load of C , users Hence, the practical load level that can be sustained at a reasonable blocking level is considerably lower than Cm.
be within 10% of the forward link pole capacity (achieved with infinite BS power), we should dimension the power amplifier of the BS for P-2 10Cp~LPfl.
BS POWER AMPLIFIER DIMENSIONING
To validate the analysis of section 11, we use the example of a IxRTT-like system, carrying voice traffic.
The system simulator presented in [2] was used to simulate this system with the parameters given in table L
The forward link pole capacity can be found by performing the averaging in (5) numerically. Equivalently, we used the simulator directly to assess this by increasing the offered traffic to the system until the carried traffic saturates. Fig. 2 shows the results for a cell at the center of the simulated system, and one at the edge of the system. Note that in general the pole capacity will be different for these two cells, as the inter-cell interference term (second term in the square brackets) is different for the different geometries. Fig. 2 (a) , shows that as the offered load increases, cell blocking also increases towards 100%. The blocking mechauism is firther explained in section V below. As the blocking rate increases, the carried traMic (that which is not blocked) reaches a saturation point as seen in fig. 2 (b) . The transmitted power also tends to saturate as indicated in fig. (c) . Fig. 2 (d) shows that the probability of outage is less than 1% at all loading levels. Hence, the coverage is maintained regardless of loading. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of forward link power for the imbedded cell. The resulting distribution is well fit by a gamma function, which has been truncated at P-.
Clearly Rearranging (6):
Where CFL was taking to be 22 users based on fig. 2(b) , and r = 80%. Hence, CpnPo/T P , = 0.0775 and the C n achieved is within about 7.2 % of CpFL.
lV. POWER ALLQCATION STRATEGIES
Based on the analysis of the section III, we see that the pole capacity has effectively been reached at 40 Watts. Increasing the BS power beyond this point ,will have negligible effect on the capacity. This assumes that the power of all channels can scale in proportion to P-. For the overhead channels this means that we maintain the same r, and for traffic bearing connections it means that the MCP is allowed to scale in proportion to the total power. Once again the tradeoff of capacity vs. coverage is apparent. However, there is not a significant increase in capacity until a sufficient proportion of connections have their powers limited at MCP.
V. BLOCKING THRESHOLD As discussed in section I, blocking of new MCs is used to regulate the traffk load of a CDMA system. This in turn protects the system performance by controllihg interference. In most cases it is preferable to block new connections than to drop existing connections. Several blocking strategies can be used to maintain the forward link performance of a CDMA system e Resource B l o c k : This is blocking in the traditional sense due to the exhaustion of some countable resource (typically Walsh codes in CDMA).
Predictive Blocking: In this method new connections are blocked if the signal quality at the location of the MT is so low that it is doubtll if a reliable communication link can be maintained'.
powa Blockine: Ideally we would like to block new MCs whenever the load is too close to the forward link capacity CFL. However, as we have seen in section 111, CFL can vary depending on traffic distribution, cell geometry, etc. In a power-blocking scheme an estimate P1& is made of the total forward power required to satisfy the needs of all MCs plus overhead channels. Ptht is used as an indicator of forward link load. New MCs are blocked if the value of P,-relative to P , exceeds a certain threshold T H B~~~~~:
MCP is scaled with P , as MCP = P , -11 dB4. It can be seen from fig. 4 (a) & (b) that the capacity and availability are independent of P , . In both other strategies simulated, MCP was not scaled proportional to P , but was kept constant at 35 dBm.
Increasing maximum BS power while keeping MCP constant means that the maximum value of 4 decreases in inverse proportion to P , .
Thus we expect to be able to fit more MCs into the available power budget (increasing CFL) but the availability will suffer (more MCs at MCP).
In the second strategy: Fixed MCP -Variable r (curve +) MCP is fixed at 35 dBm, and the power devoted to overhead channels is fmed at 8Watts (20% of 40 Watts).
Thus r varies with P , as:
Here the fraction of BS power dedicated to traffic increases, and the fraction of BS power allowed per MC decreases. Thus we see a large (almost linear) increase in capacity with P , . But this is at the expense of availability.
Furthermore, the fiaction of BS power devoted to overhead channels (1-l-), decreases in inverse proportion to P , (1 1).
This has direct consequences on the reliability of the overhead channels, on handoff reliability, as well as channel estimation if the common pilot is used for this purpose. Hence, for reliable communications in the forward link, overhead channels should be kept at a fixed ratio of P , [4].
In the last strategy Fixed MCP -Fixed r MCP (curve 0 ) MCP is again fmed at 35 dBm, but r is also fixed at Selection of an amropriate value for MCP is dependent on the statistics of 6, which is beyond the scope of this paper. However, observe that withCa=22 users, the averagevalueof+is-I01og(22) =-13.4dB. To maintain reasonable blocking levels the offered traffic is limited well below CpL, and the BS power is several dB below P , (fig. 2) This can present a challenge because the power control loops of each MC are typically independent of one another. Hence the total power may not necessarily be readily available. One method that is particularly suited to centralized implementation (at a Base Controller) is to reserve a certain amount of power for each MC admitted into the system. A running total of power allocation is kept, and new MCs are blocked whenever the BS's power resources have been exhausted. This can work well if the reserved power per MC is close to the average connection power. However, as the latter can vary with cell geometry, traffic distribution, etc. the method may not be accurate unless some sort of closed-loop correction is maintained.
A second method, which is often simpler to implement, is to block MCs based on the actual BS power utilization. It is easiest to estimate the total power requirement at the BS, and hence the blocking decision is usually decentralized to the individual BSs. The estimate should be filtered so that short-term fluctuations in power do not trigger unnecessary blocking. This is the mechanism used by the simulator [Z], and is assumed in this paper.
Another important question is "how do we choose the blocking threshold to optimize performance of the system?" Because of fluctuations of power due to power control, the total power required to satisfy all MCs may momentarily exceed P-. Normally the BS will limit the total power to P-.
This means that the requirements of some MCs cannot be hlfilled during this time. THBlocldng should be chosen such that BS power remains at P-for only a small fhction of time, to guarantee an acceptable outage probability. By relaxing the dropped call rate, BS power limiting can be tolerated for a relatively longer time.
In [l] a strategy was proposed to increase forward link capacity by occasionally degrading the link quality of some MCs during overload situations, It was shown that this is most effective if those MCs suffering the worst propagation conditions are impacted first. Using a similar strategy we would like to limit the total power to P , by degrading the forward link, and if necessary dropping some MCs, that are suffering from poor propagation conditions. These MCs are those that are closest to MCP. Hence, an equivalent strategy is to reduce MCP appropriately. A simple way to accomplish this is as follows: 1. The BS estimates Pfit as the s u m of the powers required for all MCs and overhead channels.
2.
A scaling factor fovsdod, is calculated as:
3.' The scaling factor is applied to the power of all MCs, but not the overhead channels. Clearly Pt is then limited to P-:
4. Power control will try to comct the power of all MCs. Those that still ham headroom will increase their powers and achieve their respective targets (EdNob. MCF' is effectively lowered by a factor gwl0d. The availability will be degraded, and if the condition persists long enough some MCs may be dropped.
Using this algorithm, THBlochg, MCP and power control work together to force the CDMA system to drop those MCs suffering the worst propagation conditions. Dropout of these MCs will reduce power required fiom the BS, and f i r s up capacity that can be used for less demanding MCs. As a result, capacity of the CDMA system increases by increasing the dropout probability of those MCs that required the highest hction of BS power.
An importaut observation is that a MC usually can survive a short-term degradation in link quality, for
5.
~ example caused by a peak of system interference. Most dropouts occur during handoff. Handoff failures are particularly traumatic in a CDMA system due to unity fi.equency reuse. If the MS detects a strong potential server, but the handoff request is denied (due to lack of resources), or delayed (due to signaling), this neighbor quickly becomes a strong interferer. The MC is very likely to degrade to the point of dropping, unless the Imndoff is successiid. Because of that it is not advisable to block handoffs unless the BS is truly significantly overloaded. Our simulations, fig. 5(b) , show that excluding handoff failures the increase in dropout rate is not so severe even with It is interesting to study the impact of setting, THBlochg =-1. The criterion can be understood in light of the previous overload scaling algorithm. We can generalize
(1 2) by defining a relative blocking margb sBloddng as:
= 1 (blocking at P-). 5 shows performance metrics vs. &lochg of a CDMA system using the aforementioned overload scaling and power blocking algorithms. As expected, fig. 5 (a) shows that system capacity increases with an increase of &~c~g . Fig. 5 (b) Kc (d) show the increase in dropout rate, and the effective reduction of MCP respectively. From these figures it is seen that the dropout rate doesn't increase significantly even as MCP is severely compressed.
Optimizing the blocking threshold could be especially effective when dealing with nondelay sensitive packet data services. For such services the goal is usually to maximize the total throughput. Increasing the blocking threshold increases system capacity, trading off the total throughput against average delay of successhl data transmission. It is possible to optimize the blocking threshold to obtain the best compromise between throughput and delay. As has been seen in the previous discussion, the dynamic system simulator of [2] is an effective tool to perform this kind of tradeoff study.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Using the dynamic system simulator presented in [2] the performance of several algorithms for CDMA coverage and capacity management have been studied. The sensitivity of forward link capacity to BS maximum power was evaluated, and it was shown that beyond a certain level BS max. power has negligible impact on system capacity or coverage. A simple methodology to estimate the BS power requirement was given.
The impact of different power allocation schemes and blocking algorithms, on the forward link performance of a CDMA system has been examined. Capacity, coverage, blocking and dropout probabilities were evaluated as a hnction of the parameters of these algorithms. It was shown that by optimizing these parameters capacity can be traded off against coverage availability and call dropout rate. A dynamic system simulator such as the me described in [2] is uniquely suited to studying this kind of performance tradeoff, and optimizing such algorithms
